
Inspiring the youth with success stories &
insights, Entertainment Mogul Cutty launches
his highly anticipated podcast

82 Secs W/ Cutty Podcast

With the younger generation stepping in

the world of the music industry, it is

crucial to guide them on every single step

thankfully there is Cutty.

EDGEWATER PARK, NJ, UNITED STATES,

September 5, 2020 /EINPresswire.com/

-- With the younger generation

stepping in the world of the music

industry, it is crucial to guide them on

every single step. It is also very

important to keep them motivated and

inspire them with success stories,

keeping that in mind, Cutty TV LLC

announces the launch of an amazing

podcast series, featuring Cutty where

he discusses some modern trends and

shares helpful tips. 

Cutty TV LLC has always been all about

promoting the local talent of New

Jersey, this includes the younger generation. The new generation entering the world of music

and creativity should be guided by the veterans who have already spent their time in the

industry and know all about how to survive and how to grow as an artist. To help the young

I want to be the example,

My little brother is in jail, so

if I can save just one then its

all worth it”

Cutty

people in this regard, Cutty TV LLC is proud to announce

the highly anticipated podcast, where Cutty himself will be

discussing the music industry and how to grow as an artist,

and how to gain fan-following.

The podcast, named as “82 Secs W/ Cutty” has created a

huge hype among the fans of Cutty TV LLC. The fans were

waiting impatiently for the launch of this podcast. 82 Secs

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.theofficialcutty.com
https://anchor.fm/cuttytv


Cutty W/ Cutty TV Merch

Cutty & Ghetto Reese after Jersey Watch

Interview

W/ Cutty will prove quite beneficial, not only to

the young generation but for almost anyone who

listens to it. That’s because the podcast will also

discuss some life tips along with some music

industry so that everyone can gain some kind of

value out of these podcasts. In the podcast, Cutty

will discuss some major topics for the younger

generation; topics that they weren’t taught by

their parents or school.

Terrance Disman AKA Cutty is the brains behind

Cutty TV LLC and the podcast 82 Secs W/ Cutty. He

is a man of creative power and seeks creativity in

others, especially the local talent of New Jersey.

He is motivated to bring out the best talents to

the world so that the local artists may feel proud

of themselves and continue their efforts to

produce the best content.

Along with the newly launched podcast, 82 Secs

W/ Cutty, Cutty TV LLC also recently launched a

new blog under the title of Jersey Watch. The blog

is all about the local artists of New Jersey and

around the country for them to share their stories

to the world. This blog gives them a platform so

that they can inspire more people through their

work and success that they have achieved over

the course of their lives. Jersey Watch also

produces YouTube videos, where different topics

related to the music industry are discussed. Cutty

also hosts interviews with some of the best

names like Brandon Clark, Vigilante and Ghetto

Reese. All in all, Cutty TV LLC promotes the local

artists, and each day, many new artists step

forward and share their stories.
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